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	Text Field 11: Whether it's Candy Crush on a smart phone, Call of Duty on a console or The Walking Dead on virtual reality; we can all agree that computer games have come a long way since Pong!  Games now regularly make more money than block buster movies and in 2018 the industry was worth £137 billion to the UK economy.  Despite all of the success, there is still a massive skills shortage and the industry is screaming out for young people with the right skills to help them develop the next generation of games.  Could that be you?
	Text Field 12: Term 1- Planning and Analysis and Design.You will need to come up with a plan for the sort of game you would hope to make.  During this process  you will need to analyse the features that will be required to make your game work and create a detailed design for all aspects of the game you will hope to make.Term 2- Development.You will need your skills from computer science to program your game using Python programming language.  As well as programming you will need to develop other skills such as the ability to create original images to use such as sprites and backgroundsTerm 3- Testing and Evaluation.Testing your game to make sure that it works as it should is a crucial part of the games development process.  You will write a test plan and then execute it to ensure that everything works as expected.
	Text Field 13: By the of the year you will have invented, designed, developed and tested your own original  computer game.
	Text Field 14: EGX Games ExpositionLondon Games FestivalSilicon Fey Visit
	Text Field 15: Invent Your Own Computer Games With PythonCoding Games in PythonComputer Coding Python Games for Kids
	Text Field 16: Python programmingProject planningDesigning graphicsAudio editingSoftware testing
	Text Field 17: PresentationOrganisationProblem solvingCritical thinking and evaluationSelf motivationPerseveranceCuriosityEnquiry
	Text Field 18: Computer ScienceMathematicsArtMusicEnglishBusiness StudiesMedia Studies
	Text Field 19: Software DevelopmentAnimator/ArtistAudio EngineeringWritingInterpreters and TranslatorsVideo Game TestersTechnical Support SpecialistsProducersMarketingMarket Research
	Subject 1: Games Development


